Disinfection protocols for inactivating specimens prior to EM are usually methods extrapolated from common laboratory disinfection protocols. These protocols have often been used without systematic testing under the conditions used for EM. Results obtained with EM procedures may differ from those of typical laboratory disinfection protocols. If appropriate safety precautions are not implemented infectious agents may introduce risks to the investigator and the community. Infectious agents must be rendered harmless for investigation without use of disinfection methods that impair identification or efficient detection. Glutaraldehyde and other common disinfectants have been compared previously for their relative abilities to inactivate virus [3] . Glutaraldehyde inactivated virus without causing structural changes while other disinfectants damaged virus structure. Irradiation including gamma irradiation or UV light has been used successfully to inactivate viruses [4, 5] . A combination of formaldehyde (F) vapor, followed by 10% hypochlorite vapor combined with UV irradiation has been suggested for inactivation of variola and herpesvirus [6, 7] . Disinfection by mixing an agent with F or paraformaldehyde (PF) also provides safety [8] .
Using an adenovirus model we tested various virus inactivation protocols designed for negative stain EM in order to determine their efficacy and efficiency. Adenovirus was chosen because the virus is highly infectious to cell cultures, easily managed within biosafety 2 level guidelines, and has precedence as a test virus for inactivation studies [4, 5] . We tested disinfected adenovirus adsorbed grids and adenovirus suspensions mixed with paraformaldehyde by using cell culture infectivity to determine the respective abilities of various disinfection protocols. We also tested microforceps tips used to transfer grids, and filter papers used to blot grids between steps.
Each of the disinfection methods was suitable to inactivate adenovirus (Tables 1-3) . Pre-inactivation in tubes prior to virus adsorption is more efficacious than post-adsorption inactivation protocols. None of the inactivation methods impaired recognition of adenovirus, though high paraformaldehyde concentrations (8% or greater) may alter structure. Pre-inactivation with 2-5% paraformaldehyde does not interfere with the identification of other viruses [9] . Also, virus identification following aldehyde fixation has been used successfully, without incident, by participants in external quality assurance exercises [8] . Microforceps need special attention whenever post virus-adsorption disinfection protocols are used in order to prevent virus from contaminating sequential steps of the inactivation process. As used in this study, UV light alone was sufficient to inactivate adenovirus.
Unfortunately, issues of dosage control variability and repeatability prohibit recommending UV disinfection alone for virus inactivation in the EM setting. The testing method presented may also be used to test disinfection of viruses other than adenovirus, or to test other disinfection protocols. Adenovirus is highly resistant to inactivation by chemical or physical means. However, a protocol developed for adenovirus may not adequately provide safety, efficacy, and efficiency for doing EM with all infectious agents. It may be necessary to similarly test specific BT agents and emergent agents, or other agents within the same family, in order to develop guidelines for safety, efficacy, and efficiency of EM for their identification. 
